
Meet TA Turn from TA Connections: a fully 
integrated solution delivering real time 
transparency into every aircraft turnaround.

TA Turn Intelligently 
Tracks Turn Phases
Tracks tasks by three essential 
phases - arrival, departure or 
turnaround. This delivers quick 
updates on the key status of any 
phase of the turnaround.

Smart Automation
Integration with multiple systems 
including your PSS, DCS and Flight 
operations system means the 
majority of tasks are then monitored 
and actioned automatically. TA Turn 
monitors tasks both above and 
below the wing.

Real-Time Alerts
TA Turn pushes real-time alerts 
to your agents when any task 
is delayed. Detect issues quicker 
and improve your on time 
performance.

Turn Sheet Options
Create a turnsheet that is 
tailored to your operation.

• Domestic or international

• Narrow body or wide body

• Country, station or airport specific

True Flexibility
TA Turn can be accessed via a 
web browser as a stand alone 
app, native iOS app or through 
our complementary platforms 
TA Airport and TA Ramp.

Turnaround Intelligence
Use the data captured in TA 
Turn to improve and streamline 
your turnaround processes. TA 
Turn gives you the data to be 
smarter about your turnaround 
management. Improve your OTP 
with TA Turn.

TA Turn actively monitors tasks and associated actions with 
every flight arrival and departure to ensure optimal on time 
performance (OTP). Let TA Turn advise you when your OTP is 
at risk of being impacted.



Our Complete, End-to-End Airline Solutions

Real-time visibility of all turn tasks to improve on time performance.

Alerts for any delayed turn task that can impact on time departure.

Flexible Turn access from either iOS native app or browser.

Automation of the crew 
layover process and 
a digital cabin with 

integrated point of sale

Digital Baggage 
Reconciliation with 

real time operational 
information

Proactive, digital 
disruption management 

with a focus on 
passenger self service

Mobile DCS to transform 
your airport operation 

and improve the 
passenger experience

Enhanced flight service 
with a digital cabin and 
integrated POS to grow 
inflight retail revenue

Get connected  |  TAConnections.com
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